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Post processing results from finite element analysis 

(FEA) solutions is essential to understanding whether 

your design passes or fails based on your engineering 

criteria. There are many options available for checking 

the design integrity, such as different types of stress 

plots. There are also several contour options such as 

nodal, elemental, max, and average. During this course 

we'll explain the importance of all these options and what 

to look out for to make sure the results are accurate.

Class summary



Ask yourself,

“Am I doing this to create pretty pictures, or am I using 

these results to gain a full understanding of my design?”

Class summary



At the end of this class, you will be able to:

 Understand stress and factor of safety plots

 Know what all the contour options do

 Ensure your results are accurate

 Understand common errors and assumptions

Key learning objectives



Stress and Factor of Safety



What are some common failure modes?

 Fracture

 Yielding

 Buckling

 Fatigue

 Excessive vibration

 Creep

Failure Modes



What is…

 Yield strength?

 Ultimate Strength?

 Fracture?

Failure Criteria



What is the process to gain the stress results?

General Setup



What is calculated in FEA?

 Every node in the mesh constitutes an unknown

 Nodal degrees of freedom represent displacement

 Temperature for thermal analysis

 Displacement           Strain           Stress

Calculating Stress



Common stress failure criteria:

 Maximum Normal Stress

 Three principal stresses (σ1, σ2, σ3)

 Brittle materials

 Ultimate tensile strength

 Maximum Shear Stress (Tresca)

 Parallel to the cross section

 Annealed ductile material

 Maximum Distortion Energy (Von Mises-Hencky)

 Accounts for all six stress components

 Normal and Shear

 Always a positive value

 Ductile materials

Stress Results



 How do we know if the stress is too high?

 What is the maximum acceptable stress?

 What stress measure best describes that failure?

 Yield Strength

 Ultimate Strength

Factor of Safety



Contour Plot Options



BAC Mono Front Rocker



Analysis preferences



Element Types



Contour Options



Contour Options



Contour Options



Contour Options



Contour Options



Contour Options



Contour Options



Contour Options



Contour Options



Beam Elements



Beam Elements



Beam Elements



Beam Elements



Shell Elements



Shell Elements



Shell Elements



Shell Elements



Shell Elements



Other Plots



Nonlinear Animation



Common Assumptions and Errors



What are some common assumptions?

 The topology of the physical model matches the CAD file

 The material properties match the physical model

 The mesh or mathematical representation is acceptable

 Your boundary conditions match physical testing or real world conditions

 You are using the appropriate type of study

Assumptions



Shape Generator









Shape Generator







Shape Generator



Singularity



Singularity



Singularity Resolved



Singularity Resolved



Nonlinear Material Properties



Nonlinear Material Properties



Fatigue Example

Rockin!  FOS above two.

 Be careful…

 How many loads will the model see?

 Damage can be caused by stress values 

below the material strength

 Uses the stress results from the linear 

static study

 von Mises

 Maximum Principal

 Maximum Shear



Nonlinear Buckling Example

Role with it.  The stress won’t break it.

 Not so fast…

 Linear static doesn’t account for 

change in stiffness

 Loss in stiffness can cause 

catastrophic failure due to buckling

 Linear or Nonlinear Buckling?



Thermal Expansion and Stress

Good to go!  Stress is low.

 Put on the brakes…

 Have you considered thermal 

expansion and warpage?

 Temperature dependent material 

properties for elastic modulus and 

yield strength



Other Studies



Other Studies



Questions





















 Seek answers to all of your technical product 

questions by visiting the Answer Bar.

 Open daily 8am-6pm Tues-Wed and 8am-

4pm Thurs

 Located just outside of Hall C on level 2.

 Staffed by Autodesk developers, QA, & 

support engineers ready to help you through 

your most challenging technical questions.

AU Answer Bar
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